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Whenever a crew is taken out for cox training there are a number of 

aspects to consider:- 

 

Before Going Out 
 

⚫ The Weather. The sea or loch conditions should be suitable for an 

inexperienced trainee cox. If the weather is marginal consider 

whether it is appropriate to proceed. Manoeuvring a skiff in difficult 

seas/loch conditions will probably be a scary experience for an 

inexperienced cox and potentially unsafe for the whole crew. 

Frequent white flecked water is a “no go” situation and there is no 

shame in being over cautious and postponing/cancelling the session. 

 

⚫ Where People Sit . The experienced cox doing trainee sessions 

should sit at Stroke. This is the best place to give instructions to the 

trainee cox and to make sure that they can always be heard. It is also 

the easiest place from which to swap seats and take charge if 

necessary, especially if weather conditions worsen. If there is a 

second trainee cox in the boat then they should, if possible, sit at 

position 3 to ease changeovers. 

 

⚫ Crew Experience. While it is possible to take a boat out full of 

inexperienced rowers it is not a good idea to do so with a trainee cox 

just starting. So look at the experience of your crew before starting. 

 

⚫ How Many Trainee Coxes? Look at the number of trainee coxes you 

are going to give a seat to. It should be limited it to 2 for an hour’s 

row but just 1 trainee is ideal. 

 

 

While You are Out 
 

Here are a few things to consider:- 

 

⚫ How to do it. The training cox should conduct the flow of exercises in 

a controlled and progressive way and deal with any learning points 



as they arise. Don’t be afraid to provide feedback and/or to ask the 

trainee to “try it again”. 

 

⚫ What to do. Learning to cox isn’t simply measured by the amount of 

time spent at the helm - it’s what you do when that hand is on the 

helm and how often and well you do it. Trainers should single out 

the exercises the trainee needs to practise and then practise them 

several times. Focus on the drills that actually matter. It’s also 

important for coxes to get experience in different conditions, so where 

appropriate allow time to “just play” at handling the boat with 

guidance as necessary.  

 

⚫ How often to do it. Don’t concentrate on one thing to the exclusion of 

all else - give the trainee cox variety. It’s a matter of balance so do 

one drill a few times and then move on to another appropriate drill. 

You may need to come back to the first, but if your trainee is having 

difficulty it may be worth shelving that particular drill and leave it for 

later whilst doing something else. 

 

⚫ Check the basics.  

 

   a. Where is the wind, what is the forecast? Trainees should know     

 where the wind direction comes from that will build up waves, create 

 dangers on a lee shore, beam or confused seas etc - where to seek 

 shelter and just as importantly - where not to seek shelter. 

    

   b. When are high and low tides? It’s easy to make a mistake and  

 misread the tide tables - so check twice before going out as it may not  

 be possible to land at low water. 

 

   c. Rule of the Road. Know who gives way to whom; what to you do if 

 you have the right of way - because sometimes you do. Port - red - 

left.  Starboard - green - right. “If to starboard red appears, it’s your 

duty  to keep clear.” “Green to green and red to red, perfect safety to 

go  ahead.” 

 

 

Don’t worry, everyone gets things wrong occasionally. It’s important to 

learn from mistakes and try hard not to repeat them. Everyone should 

remember that the training coxes are also learning how to train, so 

feedback from the trainees can be helpful. 

 


